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As an institution of higher education, SUNY-ESF is committed to the highest standards of integrity. You are a student here because you have demonstrated an intellectual capacity and a commitment to contribute to society’s knowledge base. At ESF, you are afforded many unique opportunities to engage in research and scholarship that will ultimately help to realize ESF’s vision of “a better world through environmental discovery.”

The foundation of scholarship in all academic disciplines is honesty. At ESF, it is expected that you will pursue your educational aspirations with passion and integrity, honestly completing each assignment, every problem, and all exams and papers.

Please understand that the College’s commitment to academic integrity is steadfast and clear. Many students transfer to ESF from institutions that may not have clearly communicated expectations while other students join us from abroad who are studying in the United States for the first time. Expectations and practices vary. For that reason, we have developed this handbook to ensure that all members of the ESF community understand our high standards and to serve as a resource to facilitate student success.

This handbook outlines rights and responsibilities, defines what it means to do original and honest work, and provides you with important “how to” information that will help to facilitate high academic achievement.

This handbook also delineates what constitutes violations of the ESF Academic Integrity Policy and the corresponding consequences. The keys to your success are knowing the policy and expectations, accessing the resources to ensure honest work, and taking advantage of ESF’s many services for assistance.
SUNY ESF is committed to providing an environment where persons are safe, property is secure, the individual rights of all persons are respected, and education of the highest quality is sought. This commitment is most successfully realized within the context of rights and responsibilities.

**student rights relative to the educational experience**

**Academic Pursuits:** Students have the right to accurate and plainly stated information regarding maintenance of acceptable academic standing, graduation requirements, and understanding individual course objectives and requirements. Students can expect instruction from competent instructors and reasonable access to those instructors. Students have the right to a productive learning environment and bear the responsibility to attend class and know their academic requirements.

**Quality Environment:** Students have the right to expect a safe environment supportive of the College’s mission and their own educational goals. Students have the responsibility to protect and maintain that environment and to protect themselves from all hazards to the extent that reasonable behavior and precaution can avoid risk.

**Due Process:** Students have the right to due process before and after formal disciplinary sanctions are imposed by the College for violations of the Code of Student Conduct—as provided in the published procedures of this Code or other official College publications. No change in the status of any student shall occur for disciplinary reasons until after the student has been given written notice of, and opportunity for, a formal hearing—except instances in which the student’s conduct constitutes a threat to persons or property.

**student responsibilities relative to the educational experience**

**Demonstrate Academic Honesty:** Students must avoid dishonest practice, including plagiarism and cheating, and other forms of academic misconduct. Examples of academic dishonesty might include misuse of software, data, equipment, or networks, or any act that compromises academic integrity.

**Know Policies and Expectations:** It is each student’s responsibility to be familiar with College regulations and to abide by them. The complete guidelines for academic and social conduct for all students attending the College are found in the ESF Code of Student Conduct and the Student Handbook. These documents are available on the college website at [www.esf.edu/students/handbook](http://www.esf.edu/students/handbook) or in hard copy in 110 Bray Hall.

**Report Academic Integrity Violations:** Dishonest actions, by even one individual, erode the very foundation of ESF’s integrity as an institution. All members of the ESF community must take action when the College’s collective honor is threatened or compromised. Violations of academic integrity can be reported directly to instructors or to any member of the Student Life staff.
The College is committed to providing an environment where persons are safe, property is secure, the individual rights of all persons are respected, and education of the highest quality is sought. This commitment is most successfully realized within the context of rights and responsibilities.

faculty rights relative to the educational experience

Quality Environment: Faculty members have the right to a productive teaching and learning environment. Faculty members have the right to expect a safe environment supportive of the College’s mission and their own scholarly goals.

Clear Expectations: Faculty members have the right to clear articulation of their role in promoting academic integrity.

Support and Assistance: Faculty members have the right to obtain support and assistance from the administration as they endeavor to facilitate an educational environment characterized by academic integrity.

Respect: Faculty members have the right to be treated with respect by students and to expect appropriate behavior from them.

Faculty responsibilities relative to the educational experience

Affirm the Importance of Academic Integrity: Faculty have the responsibility to make clear, in words and actions, that as an institution of higher learning ESF is committed to the pursuit of truth. This pursuit is grounded in the core values of integrity and honesty which faculty members must address with students and model.

Clarify Expectations of Students: The primary responsibility of designing and delivering the ESF educational experience rests with the faculty. Expectations about honesty in academic work must be communicated clearly and early. Faculty are expected to include a statement about academic integrity in syllabi and review in class.

Know Policies and Expectations: Faculty are expected to be familiar with College regulations. The complete guidelines for academic and social conduct for all students attending the College are found in the ESF Code of Student Conduct and the Student Handbook. These documents are available on the college website at www.esf.edu/students/handbook or in hard copy in 110 Bray Hall.

Monitor Student Behavior: Faculty members are expected to monitor student behavior and, in a timely fashion, address concerns about behavior that might be considered dishonest or inappropriate.

Report Academic Integrity Violations: Dishonest actions, by even one individual, erode the very foundation of ESF’s integrity as an institution. All members of the ESF community must take action when the College’s collective honor is threatened or compromised. Faculty members who ignore violations of academic integrity send the message that the values of academia are not important. Violations of academic integrity should be reported to the Associate Dean of Student Life.
DOING HONEST & ORIGINAL WORK

Perhaps one of the most challenging aspects of academic work is to take what has already been discovered, argued, or written and create original work from it. At ESF, you will be required to do research, solve complex scientific problems, and write scholarly papers. Most of these assignments will necessitate your use of books and journals, electronic media and various other sources. You will then need to take the information you’ve found and incorporate into your own work.

It may seem a bit contradictory:

While you are required to find what is written on a topic and report it, you must write about it in an original way.

You must present the opinions and viewpoints of experts but you mustn’t simply report them. You must analyze, critique, and argue the commentary.

“Academic writing is a challenge. It demands that you build on work done by others but create something original from it. The foundation of good academic work – in research and in writing – is honesty. By acknowledging where you have used the ideas, work, or words of others, you maintain your academic integrity...” (MIT Academic Integrity Handbook, p. 3).

VIOLATIONS OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY


plagiarism

In an academic environment “intellectual property” is a prized commodity. Individuals’ words and ideas belong to them and they cannot be used by others without credit and acknowledgement. It is important to note that, while in other cultures, it is acceptable to copy other’s work without the use of quotation marks, it is not an acceptable practice here. Whether it is with or without intention, if you present another person’s work as your own, it is considered plagiarism. Plagiarism is:

- Copying ideas or taking exact wording from published sources without using quotation marks and indicating where the words came from.
- Paraphrasing from sources without citation.
- Copying someone else’s work and submitting it as your own.
- Buying a paper or having someone else write it for you.
inappropriate collaboration

Working with others is an important skill to learn; one we work to teach here at ESF. The amount of collaboration varies from class to class and from project to project. Be sure that you understand from your instructors how much collaboration is acceptable. Before working with others on assignments, it is imperative that you are clear about what is considered collaboration and what could be considered a violation of academic dishonesty.

cheating

Cheating takes many forms and, in most cases, it is the form of academic dishonesty with which we’re most familiar. Such acts include using materials not permitted by the instructor during exams or assignments. This includes stored information on electronic devices. Also inappropriate is copying answers from other students (on exams or assignments), or altering graded exams or assignments and submitting them for regarding in order to get a better grade.

facilitating academic dishonesty

While you may not be the student who actively cheats, if you allow another individual to cheat, you too are guilty of academic dishonesty. Students facilitate academic dishonesty when they allow another student to copy an assignment that was given as individual work, when they allow another to copy exam answers, or when they take exams or complete assignments for another student.

AVOIDING ACADEMIC DISHONESTY


citing sources

Citing sources is what allows one individual to use the words or ideas of another. If you quote a source, you must use quotation marks and you must cite it. If you paraphrase or summarize from source, you must cite it. In writing a paper you show, in the body of the paper, the source of your information (using an appropriate format) and you provide detailed information about the sources in a bibliography or footnote (again, using appropriate formatting). In a formal presentation, you acknowledge the work of others and the source on your exhibit (slide, graph, chart).

Citing sources serves many functions: it demonstrates that you have completed your research, it gives credit to the work completed by others, it provides additional information to others for their research and/or additional questions. You should always cite: printed materials, electronic (internet) sources, recorded materials, the spoken word, and images.
Special note regarding the Internet: Everything printed on the internet has been written by someone and the information should be cited as you would printed sources. Be aware however, that anyone can post on the internet and not all information is valid or reliable. If you cannot find an author’s name and credentials, or the sponsoring organization isn’t credible, do not use the information.

Note: Every discipline has a preferred formatting style. Ask your instructors about their preferences. Styles include: Modern Language Association Style (MLA); American Psychological Association Style (APA); Chicago Manual of Style (CMS); Council of Editors Style (CBE). This website provides information on styles:

For a complete guide on how to cite sources (including electronic sources), refer to Doing Honest Work in College: How to Prepare Citations, Avoid Plagiarism, and Achieve Real Academic Success (2004) by Charles Lipson.

ESF 200, Information Literacy, a one-credit course offered each semester by the library faculty covers plagiarism and proper citing. Whether or not you enroll in this course, librarians can help with these issues.

quoting and paraphrasing

QUOTING*:
- Quoting the words of an expert or authority is only recommended when the message is particularly clear or expressive—quotes should be reserved for those instances in which the words are particularly powerful.
- Quotes should be used when exact wording is needed for accuracy, when the message of another lends weight to an argument, and/or when the language is especially descriptive.
- Authors show that they are quoting when: they name the source in an introductory phrase, use quotation marks or indent long quotes, and cite sources appropriately. IF YOU DON’T DO THESE THINGS, IT IS PLAGIARISM!

PARAPHRASING*:
- Paraphrasing is actually using your own words to restate the words of another.
- Using synonyms, changing sentence structures, and modifying the tense and parts of speech are strategies for paraphrasing.
- Even if you use the above strategies, you must still cite your source. IF YOU DO NOT, IT IS PLAGIARISM!
- Note: You should follow these same guidelines for summarizing.
Here is one example of the difference between accurate quoting, paraphrasing and plagiarism*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Source</th>
<th>Accurate Quoting</th>
<th>Plagiarism</th>
<th>Paraphrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Because of their unique perspective, Americans fear globalization less than anyone else, and as a consequence they think about it less than anyone else. When Americans do think about globalization, they think of the global economy as an enlarged version of the American economy. Thurow, L. (1993). Fortune Favors the Bold (p. 6). New York: Harper Collins.</td>
<td>Lester Thurow (1993) asserts that the American reaction to globalization is different from that of the rest of the world in that “Americans fear globalization less than anyone else, and as a consequence . . . think about it less than anyone else” (p. 6). <strong>Why is this accurate?</strong> The writer has introduced the quotation with his/her own words and has indicated where exact words of the source begin and end. S/he has also named the source in an introductory phrase. (Complete Thurow reference appears in bibliography)</td>
<td>The American view of globalization is unlike that of the rest of the world. Because of their unique perspective, Americans fear globalization less than anyone else, and therefore think about it less than anyone else (Thurow, 1993). <strong>Why is this plagiarism?</strong> Although the writer has identified the source, s/he has not put quotation marks around his words, thereby allowing the reader to think the words are the writer’s, not Thurow’s.</td>
<td>Lester Thurow (1993) maintains that because Americans see globalization simply as a bigger form of their own economy, they are less concerned about it than is the rest of the world. <strong>Why is this acceptable?</strong> The writer has kept the meaning of the original passage without copying words or structure. Words like globalization and Americans are generic terms (i.e., terms that are commonly used for the concept they illustrate – it is difficult to find synonyms for them). Thus you may use these words without placing them in quotation marks. (Complete Thurow reference appears in bibliography)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any specific information, such as facts and statistics must be cited. However, there is some information that is considered “common knowledge”. Examples of common knowledge include general information most people know (e.g. water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit); information shared by a culture (e.g. holidays); knowledge shared by individuals in a particular field (e.g. HIV/AIDS has significantly impacted population growth). When the information likely known by the average, educated reader and it is unlikely that the information would be challenged, it need not be cited. NOTE: if in doubt, always cite!

**Common Knowledge Test:** Which of the statements below would need to be cited?

The growth of the human population has long been of concern to environmental scientists.

*Answer:* No, citation is not needed as the information is widely known.

Global population reached six billion on October 12, 1999 and, according to a 1998 study, it is expected to reach seven billion in 2013.

*Answer:* Yes, citation is needed because of the specific reference to a 1998 study and the average person would not be aware of the statistics.

*Source:* Populi, December 1998, p. 3

Almost all of the projected growth will take place in the less developed countries.

*Answer:* Yes, citation is needed as most people would not be aware of exactly where population growth is projected to take place.

*Source:* People and Place, vol. 7, no 2, p. 11

As an intergovernmental agency, the United Nations facilitates dialogue on world-wide issues such as global population and its impact on human rights and economic development.

*Answer:* No, citation is not needed as the information makes sense and likely would not be challenged.

**collaboration**

As previously stated, at ESF we believe that collaboration skills are important. However, there are instances in which working with others is inappropriate. Every instructor and every assignment vary on this point. Find out from your instructors how much collaboration is acceptable for each project. Again, be well aware of the difference between acceptable collaboration and what would be considered inappropriate (and therefore cheating!).
ESF academic dishonesty judicial process:

- Instructor suspects violation and notifies student of suspicion.
- Instructor contacts Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) to determine whether the student has previously violated the academic dishonesty policy.

For a first offense, Instructor responds by communicating with the student to determine responsibility.

- If determined “not responsible” then no violation and current case file is destroyed.
- If determined “responsible” Instructor offers a course-related resolution (sanction), up to and including course failure. The instructor may require additional or alternative work in substitution for rejected work, but has no obligation to do so.
  - If the student accepts the resolution offered, the instructor will send a memorandum describing the circumstances and disposition of the matter to the student within six business days of its disposition. The instructor will also send a copy of the memorandum to the Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee).
  - If the student does not accept the resolution offered by the instructor, the instructor documents the offense in writing to the student and refers to the Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee).
    - The Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) contacts student and offers option of written statement or appearance in front of Committee on Academic Honesty.
    - Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) refers case to Committee on Academic Honesty (made up of administrators, faculty and students)
      - Documented instructor charges are forwarded to committee
      - Written statement from student and/or notification of student appearance
    - Committee on Academic Honesty reviews the case to determine whether a violation occurred and levies appropriate sanction(s)
    - Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) communicates results to student
      - If determined “not responsible” then no violation and current case file is destroyed
      - If student accepts the resolution case is closed
      - If student does not accept resolution, appeal process is enacted
In cases of repeat violations, the instructor refers the matter to the Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) for adjudication.

- The instructor documents offense in writing to the student and refers to the Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee).
- The Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) contacts student and offers option of written statement or appearance in front of Committee on Academic Honesty.
- The Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) refers case to Committee on Academic Honesty (made up of administrators, faculty and students)
  - Documented instructor charges are forwarded to committee
  - Written statement from student and/or notification of student appearance
- Committee on Academic Honesty reviews the case to determine whether a violation occurred and levies appropriate sanction(s)
- Coordinator of Judicial Affairs (or designee) communicates results to student
  - If determined “not responsible” then no violation and current case file is destroyed
  - If student accepts the resolution, case is closed
  - If student does not accept resolution, appeal process is enacted

**Consequences for academic integrity violations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Offense</th>
<th>2nd Offense</th>
<th>3rd Offense</th>
<th>4th Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assignment/Exam Failure</td>
<td>Disciplinary Probation for Remainder of ESF</td>
<td>Suspension (full semester minimum)</td>
<td>Dismissal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- And/Or-</td>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>Permanent Transcript Notation</td>
<td>Permanent Transcript Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Failure</td>
<td>Assignment/Exam Failure</td>
<td>Permanent Transcript Notation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection Paper</td>
<td>- And/Or-Course Failure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transcript Notation (removed at graduation if no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>educational Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACHIEVING ACADEMIC SUCCESS

There is no denying that academic work at ES F is rigorous. ESF faculty members have high expectations and you are better for it! While challenge is high, so is the support. The rigor of the curricula may sometimes become overwhelming. The temptation to “cut corners” may also become vivid. Don’t do it—you’ll risk violating the academic integrity policy and, more importantly, you’ll let yourself down. Here are some tips that might help you avoid this situation.

manage your time

Schedules and Lists! Make them and use them! Start with a semester calendar. Take the important dates and assignments from the syllabus of each class and put them on one calendar—this is a great way to see the big picture! From there, make a weekly schedule and follow it! This could also involve daily to-do lists that prioritize your requirements and assignments. SET DEADLINES AND MEET THEM!

Get Moving! Don’t waste that “spare” time between classes. Review notes, read for tomorrow’s lecture, or work on an assignment. You’ll see many ESF’ers with homemade “flash cards”; a great study tool and easy to use while doing other things.

Get it done! Don’t put off that dreaded or boring assignment. Attack it and get it over with so you can concentrate on other things. Remember, one thing at a time with short breaks is the most effective way to tackle the load.

Make class time your best study time! Really prepare for class and be attentive to the content. If you play this one right, this could be your best strategy for success!

Morning, noon, or night? When’s your best study time? Figure it out and capitalize on it! Find a place to study that isn’t distracting. Turn off the AIM, cell phone, and X-box and FOCUS!

study smarter

Pay attention and engage in class. You’ll get more out of each class if you’re active.

Sit in the front of the classroom or sit with different people. Something this simple could make a huge difference.

Put yourself in the best position to learn!

Take and review notes. Too often students try so hard to write everything down that they miss the most important points. The goal of notes is not to record every word, but to get the major concepts and ideas. Listen to what’s being said, write down the important information and review your notes everyday. Did you know that you’ll forget almost half of what you hear within 24 hours if you don’t review it? If you review each day, you’ll remember more and you won’t have to cram just before the exam.

Study the most difficult things first and stay organized.

be healthy

Eat right. The more balanced your diet, the better you’ll feel and the better you’ll perform academically. Make the effort, it’s important!

Brain function is tied to sleep. The more you get the better you’ll do! Typically a person needs 7-8 hours of sleep a night. Too often students “sacrifice” sleep in the name of studying; this is a bad decision; make the time!

Exercise reduces stress! Take ½ hour each day to visit the gym or to go for a walk or run. Your body and brain need the break!

Alcohol and Drug Use has a negative impact on learning and grades.
Instructors at ESF are a great resource for students. They are experts in their fields of study and are willing to share their know-how and resources with you.

Use office hours! ESF faculty members provide this opportunity and they expect you to use it. Ask questions about assignments, seek their advice about your career options, discuss their research, etc.

Teaching assistants are also a great resource for students. Most have office hours during which they help students with assignments, provide guidance and advice.

Academic advisor: At ESF every student is assigned an academic advisor. This is the person that will help you get through all the red tape of registration, adds/drops, petitions, and degree requirements. It is important that you get to know your advisor so that he or she can get to know you and your interests. If you do it right, your academic advisor could become your mentor; an influential force in your professional life.

use the Academic Success Center (ASC)

The Academic Success Center’s mission is to provide a variety of academic support services for students to help them realize their educational goals. The ASC offers peer tutoring, drop-in writing support, success resources, a computer lab, and graduate school preparation resources. The Academic Success Center is located on the first floor of Moon Library in room 109 and staff members can be reached by phone at (315) 470-4921 or by Email at tutoring@esf.edu.

Peer Tutoring: Peer tutors may be available to ESF students who feel a need for academic support in meeting the demands of ESF courses in which they are currently enrolled. Priority for tutoring is given to the lower division undergraduate courses. Requests for tutoring in more specialized classes are dealt with on a case-by-case basis. Students may indicate which type of tutoring assistance they prefer: individual; small group; or large group.

Writing Resource Center (WRC): The Center offers students the opportunity to drop-in for assistance with writing papers, lab reports, and written homework assignments. The WRC helps students with all facets of the writing process, including skills such as brainstorming, outlining, organizing and overcoming writer’s block.

Success Resources: Throughout the semester, workshops are offered to help students with study skills, time management, and test preparation. Space is available for groups to study using white boards and computers. In addition, the “Success at ESF” website offers a one stop shop for proven advice about what it takes to succeed at ESF.

Computer Lab: Students can use ASC computers for heightening academic performance. These computers are available for tutoring sessions, group study, and independent work. Schedules for use are posted in the center.

Graduate School Preparation Resources: Students can begin the process of searching for graduate schools using one of the ASC’s graduate preparation materials, including test (GRE, GMAT, etc.) study guides and resources specific to the process.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

SUNY ESF Moon Library Resources: http://www.esf.edu/moonlib/
SU Library Resources: http://library.syr.edu/cite/index.html
Bedford/St. Martins Citation Assistance: http://www.bedfordstmartins.com/online/citex.html
MIT Resources: http://web.mit.edu/odsue/wac_engineering/Mayfield/home.htm
Purdue University Resources: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl